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Divination and Interpretation of Signs in the Ancient World Dorling Kindersley
Ltd
A sampling of glass work by 196 artists from 28 countries.
Taming the Prophets Oxford University Press
During the past decade our understanding of plasma physics has witnessed an explosive growth due to
research in two areas: work directed toward controlled nuclear fusion and work in space physics. This
book addresses the growing need to apply these complementary discoveries to astrophysics. Today
plasma is recognized as the key element to understanding the generation of magnetic fields in planets,
stars and galaxies, the accel- eration and transport of cosmic rays, and many other phenomena occurring
in interstellar space, in radio galaxies, stellar atmospheres, quasars, and so forth.
Review of Research on Modern Problems in Geochemistry Springer Science & Business Media
The concept of sign, a portent observed in the physical world, which indicates future events, is found in
all ancient cultures, but was first developed in ancient Mesopotamian texts. This branch of Babylonian
scientific knowledge extensively influenced other parts of the world, and similar texts written in
Aramaic, Sanscrit, Sogdian, and other languages. The seminar will investigate how much do we know
about the Babylonian theory and hermeneutics of omens, and the scope of their possible influences on
other cultures and regions.
The H Factor of Personality JHU Press
Phylogenetic analysis and morphometrics have been developed by
biologists into rigorous analytic tools for testing hypotheses about
the relationships between groups of species. This book applies these
tools to paleontological data. The fossil record is our one true
chronicle of the history of life, preserving a set of
macroevolutionary patterns; thus various hypotheses about evolutionary
processes can be tested in the fossil record using phylogentic
analysis and morphometrics. The first book of its type, Fossils,
Phylogeny, and Form will be useful in evolutionary biology,
paleontology, systematics, evolutionary development, theoretical
biology, biogeography, and zoology. It will also provide a practical,

researcher-friendly gateway into computer-based phylogenetics and
morphometrics.

A Multiplet Table of Astrophysical Interest Springer Science & Business Media
Many of the earliest books, particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before, are
now extremely scarce and increasingly expensive. We are republishing these classic
works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original text and artwork.
Space-Age Acronyms W. W. Norton & Company
A reference for chemists, toxicologists, laboratory technicians, manufacturers, safety professionals,
emergency first responders, and lawyers, this international directory of 51 major countries, provides
more than 7,500 entries of hazardous chemical manufacturers, organizations, government agencies,
hotlines, and useful Web sites for software and databases around the world.
Principles of Banking Law SIU Press
This book is a unique and integrated account of the history of North American
vegetation and paleoenvironments over the past 70 million years. It includes discussions
of the modern plant communities, causal factors for environmental change, biotic
response, and methodologies. The history reveals a North American vegetation that is
vast, immensely complex, and dynamic.
The International Movie Industry Springer Science & Business Media
A foundational work on historical and social studies of quantification What accounts for the prestige of
quantitative methods? The usual answer is that quantification is desirable in social investigation as a
result of its successes in science. Trust in Numbers questions whether such success in the study of
stars, molecules, or cells should be an attractive model for research on human societies, and examines
why the natural sciences are highly quantitative in the first place. Theodore Porter argues that a better
understanding of the attractions of quantification in business, government, and social research brings a
fresh perspective to its role in psychology, physics, and medicine. Quantitative rigor is not inherent in
science but arises from political and social pressures, and objectivity derives its impetus from cultural
contexts. In a new preface, the author sheds light on the current infatuation with quantitative methods,
particularly at the intersection of science and bureaucracy.
Controlled Nuclear Fusion Springer Science & Business Media
Fusion research started over half a century ago. Although the task remains unfinished, the end
of the road could be in sight if society makes the right decisions. Nuclear Fusion: Half a
Century of Magnetic Confinement Fusion Research is a careful, scholarly account of the
course of fusion energy research over the past fifty years. The authors outline the different
paths followed by fusion research from initial ignorance to present understanding. They explore
why a particular scheme would not work and why it was more profitable to concentrate on the
mainstream tokamak development. The book features descriptive sections, in-depth
explanations of certain physical and technical issues, scientific terms, and an extensive
glossary that explains relevant abbreviations and acronyms.
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Equity and the Law of Trusts Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
Acronym agglomeration is an affliction of the age, and there are acronym addicts who,
in their weakness, find it impossible to resist them. More than once in recent months my
peers have cautioned me about my apparent readiness to use not only acronyms, but
abbreviations, foreign isms, codes, and other cryptic symbols rather than common,
ordinary American words. Many among us, though, either have not received or have
chosen to ignore such advice. As a consequence, what we write and speak is full of
mystery and confusion. It is then for the reader and listener and for the writer and
speaker that Reta C. Moser has compiled this guide. Its effective application to the art of
communication is urged. Such use should help avoid many of the misunderstandings
involving terminology which occur daily. Although such misunderstandings are certainly
crucial in humanistic and social situations, they are often of immediate import and the
trigger to disaster in scientific, technical, and political situations. Some 15,000 acronyms
and 25,000 definitions are provided (a 50- and 47 -percent increase over the 1964
edition!), with due credit to Miss Moser's diligence in making the compilation and with
the acknowledgment that the acronymical phenomenon is very much with us. This
edition, like the first, is certain to be of value to writers, librarians, editors, and others
who must identify and deal with acronyms.
Nuclear Fusion Read Books Ltd
"Raspberry Pi is a small, clever, British-built computer that's packed with potential. Made
using a desktop-class, energy-efficient processor, Raspberry Pi is designed to help you
learn coding, discover how computers work, and build your own amazing things. This
book was written to show you just how easy it is to get started. Learn how to set up your
Raspberry Pi, install its operating system, and start using this fully functional computer.
Start coding projects, with step-by-step guides using the Scratch 3, Python, and
MicroPython programming languages. Experiment with connecting electronic
components, and have fun creating amazing projects. This revised edition is updated for
the latest Raspberry Pi computers: Raspberry Pi 5 and Raspberry Pi Zero 2 W as well
as the latest Raspberry Pi OS. It also includes a new chapter on the Raspberry Pi
Pico!"--Publisher's description.
The Official Raspberry Pi Beginner's Guide W.H. Freeman
Cancer treatment is complex and calls for a diverse set of services. Radiation therapy is recognized as
an essential tool in the cure and palliation of cancer. Currently, access to radiation treatment is limited
in many countries and non-existent in some. This lack of radiation therapy resources exacerbates the
burden of disease and underscores the continuing health care disparity among States. Closing this gap
represents an essential measure in addressing this global health equity problem. This publication
presents a comprehensive overview of the major topics and issues to be taken into consideration when
planning a strategy to address this problem, in particular in low and middle income countries. With
contributions from leaders in the field, it provides an introduction to the achievements and issues of
radiation therapy as a cancer treatment modality around the world. Dedicated chapters focus on the
new radiotherapy technologies, proton beams, carbon ion, intraoperative radiotherapy, radiotherapy for
children, treatment of HIV-AIDS malignancies, and costing and quality management issues.
Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic History of North American Vegetation Oxford University Press
Learn the Raspberry Pi 3 from the experts! Raspberry Pi User Guide, 4th Edition is the "unofficial

official" guide to everything Raspberry Pi 3. Written by the Pi's creator and a leading Pi guru, this book
goes straight to the source to bring you the ultimate Raspberry Pi 3 manual. This new fourth edition has
been updated to cover the Raspberry Pi 3 board and software, with detailed discussion on its wide
array of configurations, languages, and applications. You'll learn how to take full advantage of the
mighty Pi's full capabilities, and then expand those capabilities even more with add-on technologies.
You'll write productivity and multimedia programs, and learn flexible programming languages that allow
you to shape your Raspberry Pi into whatever you want it to be. If you're ready to jump right in, this
book gets you started with clear, step-by-step instruction from software installation to system
customization. The Raspberry Pi's tremendous popularity has spawned an entire industry of add-ons,
parts, hacks, ideas, and inventions. The movement is growing, and pushing the boundaries of
possibility along with it—are you ready to be a part of it? This book is your ideal companion for claiming
your piece of the Pi. Get all set up with software, and connect to other devices Understand Linux
System Admin nomenclature and conventions Write your own programs using Python and Scratch
Extend the Pi's capabilities with add-ons like Wi-Fi dongles, a touch screen, and more The credit-card
sized Raspberry Pi has become a global phenomenon. Created by the Raspberry Pi Foundation to get
kids interested in programming, this tiny computer kick-started a movement of tinkerers, thinkers,
experimenters, and inventors. Where will your Raspberry Pi 3 take you? The Raspberry Pi User Guide,
3rd Edition is your ultimate roadmap to discovery.
Physics of the Plasma Universe Wilfrid Laurier Univ. Press
This study formulates a conception of knowledge in interactive practice disciplines such as education
and health care and clarifies different types of knowledge in these disciplines. Focus is on the
relationship between practical and theoretical knowledge. Four theses are discussed: (1) the role of
knowledge in an interactive practice is to guide practice; (2) different types of knowledge in an
interactive practice consist of value-knowledge, factual knowledge and procedural knowledge, parts of
which are unarticulated, parts articulated; (3) science is a way of articulating and creating knowledge
that can be used as internal action determinants in the practice concerned; and (4) theories in an
interactive practice can have both a theoretical and a practical purpose but the theoretical purpose is
also indirectly linked to the practical. (Author/JD)
Radiotherapy in Cancer Care CRC Press
This text presents a set of product development techniques aimed at bringing together the marketing,
design, and manufacturing functions of the enterprise. The integrative methods facilitate problem-
solving and decision-making.
Fossils, Phylogeny, and Form Polity
Turn your eyes to the skies for this starry-eyed spectacular! Take this practical page-
turner on your out-of-this-world adventure to experience cosmic wonders, key
constellations, and intergalactic information.?? Packed with crystal-clear visuals, easy-to-
read maps, and top tips, you'll have no problems navigating the starry night with this
indispensable guide. Discover the most important constellations visible in the Northern
Hemisphere, read the amazing stories behind each constellation, recognise the
constellations of the zodiac, and experience the Milky Way as never before. Learn how
to spot planets, galaxies, and nebulas in our Universe, as mind-blowing patterns in the
sky are revealed in unprecedented detail. With a foreword by British space scientist
Maggie Aderin-Pocock and a glow-in-the-dark night-sky viewer included, StarFinder For
Beginners is the total package for budding astronomers and rising stars everywhere.
Trace Fossil Analysis Oxford University Press
A journey through the otherworldly science behind Christopher Nolan’s award-winning
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film, Interstellar, from executive producer and Nobel Prize-winning physicist Kip Thorne.
Interstellar, from acclaimed filmmaker Christopher Nolan, takes us on a fantastic voyage
far beyond our solar system. Yet in The Science of Interstellar, Kip Thorne, the Nobel
prize-winning physicist who assisted Nolan on the scientific aspects of Interstellar,
shows us that the movie’s jaw-dropping events and stunning, never-before-attempted
visuals are grounded in real science. Thorne shares his experiences working as the
science adviser on the film and then moves on to the science itself. In chapters on
wormholes, black holes, interstellar travel, and much more, Thorne’s scientific
insights—many of them triggered during the actual scripting and shooting of
Interstellar—describe the physical laws that govern our universe and the truly astounding
phenomena that those laws make possible. Interstellar and all related characters and
elements are trademarks of and © Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. (s14).
Product Design and Development Oriental Inst Publications Sales
Peter Burke follows up his magisterial Social History of Knowledge, picking up where the first volume
left off around 1750 at the publication of the French Encyclopédie and following the story through to
Wikipedia. Like the previous volume, it offers a social history (or a retrospective sociology of
knowledge) in the sense that it focuses not on individuals but on groups, institutions, collective
practices and general trends. The book is divided into 3 parts. The first argues that activities which
appear to be timeless - gathering knowledge, analysing, disseminating and employing it - are in fact
time-bound and take different forms in different periods and places. The second part tries to counter
the tendency to write a triumphalist history of the 'growth' of knowledge by discussing losses of
knowledge and the price of specialization. The third part offers geographical, sociological and
chronological overviews, contrasting the experience of centres and peripheries and arguing that each
of the main trends of the period - professionalization, secularization, nationalization, democratization,
etc, coexisted and interacted with its opposite. As ever, Peter Burke presents a breath-taking range of
scholarship in prose of exemplary clarity and accessibility. This highly anticipated second volume will
be essential reading across the humanities and social sciences.
Daily Life in Ancient Rome - The People and the City at the Height of the Empire Manchester
University Press
This third edition of the Principles of Banking Law provides an authoritative treatment of both domestic
and international banking law. This edition contains expanded coverage of developments in other
comparable jurisdictions, internet banking services and money laundering.
Punched-Card Systems and the Early Information Explosion, 1880–1945 Cambridge
University Press
The idea of planning economy and engineering social life has often been linked with
Communist regimes’ will of control. However, the persuasion that social and economic
processes could and should be regulated was by no means limited to them. Intense debates
on these issues developed already during the First World War in Europe and became
globalized during the World Economic crisis. During the Cold War, such discussions fuelled
competition between two models of economic and social organisation but they also revealed
the convergences and complementarities between them. This ambiguity, so often overlooked
in histories of the Cold War, represents the central issue of the book organized around three
axes. First, it highlights how know-how on planning circulated globally and were exchanged by
looking at international platforms and organizations. The volume then closely examines
specificities of planning ideas and projects in the Communist and Capitalist World. Finally, it
explores East-West channels generated by exchanges around issues of planning which

functioned irrespective of the Iron Curtain and were exported in developing countries. The
volume thus contributes to two fields undergoing a process of profound reassessment: the
history of modernisation and of the Cold War.
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